The State of DevOps Automation
Accelerated digital transformation and the pandemic-driven
shift to remote work increase complexity for ITOps and Software
Engineering teams and fuel meteoric adoption of SRE practices.
The State of DevOps Automation
study surveyed 528 ITOps, DevOps,
and Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)
professionals at U.S. organizations
with over 300 employees regarding
the impact of accelerated digital
transformation and the adoption of
remote and hybrid work policies.

Research found that a significant
number of organizations have
witnessed an increase in service
incidents that aﬀected their
customers. To improve service levels
and operations, ITOps and software
engineers are rushing to implement
eﬀective SRE practices. They are also
turning to process automation to
speed remediation and reduce toil.

Soaring Service Incidents and
Slow Recovery Are Impacting
Businesses and Customers
9 out of 10 DevOps, SRE, and IT pros are overburdened by
an increase in service incidents that have aﬀected their
customers since the start of the pandemic.

68.4%

of organizations saw an
increase in downtime since
the pandemic started.

Do incidents take longer to resolve while
working remotely, on average?
24.2%

Yes, 1% - 10% longer

34%

Yes, 11% - 20% longer

22.7%

Yes, 21% - 30% longer

7.8%

Yes, 31% - 50% longer

93.6%

Yes, more than 50% longer

4.9%
6.4%

No change

of organizations
experienced increased
MTTR while working
remotely.

Organizations are facing new challenges to handling
incidents while working remotely. The survey identified the
following top challenges:
Cannot get into one room
to collaborate and quickly
triage issues

Processes have changed
or are harder to follow
while working remotely

46.1%

Lack of visibility into what
teams or people are
responsible for code or
infrastructure

44.5%

42.2%

SREs Come to the Rescue
for ITOps
As ITOps and Software Engineering teams grapple with
service issues, they’re prioritizing SRE as a critical business
function for achieving operational excellence.

SRE

98%

62.4%

of ITOps pros increased focus on
SRE practices in their organization
in the past 12 months.

of ITOps respondents also
plan to expand SRE eﬀorts
in 2021.

86%

of all organizations
plan to hire SREs in the
next 12 months.

SREs are in the thick of incident resolution
Are individuals responsible for reliability engineering
experiencing any challenges while trying to solve incidents
as they are occurring?

Yes 80%

No 20%

Automation: The Dream,
the Reality, and the Barriers
As service incidents have increased, organizations are looking to
automation to streamline response processes and decrease
MTTR. Companies are motivated to get the right tools,
processes, and reliable automation in place as they’re
experiencing a significant drain of resources, time, and money
handling processes manually or writing custom glue code to
pull together all the parts of their software stack.
ITOps, DevOps, and SRE teams see the value automation can
bring to their organization. The processes they most want to
automate are:

56.3%

54.4%

Communicating to
customers

50.2%

Infrastructure automation

Recording human data
metrics (i.e., MTTR)

What is preventing teams from
implementing automation?
Top three barriers for automation:

51.9%

47.3%

Inadequate documentation
of institutional knowledge
and existing processes

43.8%

Lack of clarity about what
to automate

Share of knowledge is
not enough

For organizations already using automation,
most are spending a significant amount of time
and resources building and maintaining custom
glue code in-house.
How much work is required to maintain custom in-house
tools or bots for automating incident response?
1-3 months of time for
one engineer a year: 16.9%
4-6 months of time for
one engineer: 24.4%
7 months - 1 year of time for
one engineer: 16.5%
One full time engineer: 15.7%
2-5 full time engineer: 17.6%
6 or more full time engineers: 6.6%

The barriers to automation and the amount of work needed to
maintain custom in-house tools or bots reveal a need for
incremental human-in-the-loop automation — the process of
codifying institutional knowledge and incrementally automating
repeatable steps while allowing humans to use their judgment.

92%

of respondents believe
automation should let
humans use their judgment at
critical decision points to be
more reliable and eﬀective.

ITOps and Software Engineering
teams are looking to automation
to reduce manual toil, enhance
service reliability, and deliver
value faster.

NOW
AUTOMATING

Ops is better when you can do it
from the beach. #BeachOps
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